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1/ A short histórica) outline

The development of criminology in Hangary -  similarly to other Eastern 
European or rather ex-socialist countries -  is divided into two distincly separable 
periods. The borderline between the two periods concurs with the time of the end 
of World War II. From this date on the shaping of criminology, criminological 
research, the state and social reaction on crime was determined by new 
economic, political-administrative, ideological, etc. conditions. Accordingly the 
criminological view altered significantly in relation to the previous one, although 
in several respects views, standing close to each other can also be detected.

The development of criminology in Hungary during the period, preceding 
World War II. basically followed -  even if with a slight timelag -  the Western 
European development. At the turn of the century under the influence of the 
positivist criminological schools, but mainly under that of the Lisztonian 
intermediary, or rather biosociological trend criminological research commenced 
even in our country, and paralelly with it the criminal reformist endeavours 
emerged which in contrast with the classical criminal view in the course of 
sentencing and in meting out the punishment wished to evaluate the personality 
of the perpetrator and his or her social circumstances, alongside with the crime 
itself. As a result of the influence of criminological views the Hungarian penal 
law theory considered free will to be qualified in the accomplishment of the 
criminal act, and attached great importance to the determinig effect of social and 
biological factors. The change in view -  alongside with the influence of positivist 
doctrines -  was to a great extent urged by the rise in crime, especially that of 
juvenile delinquency and recidivious crime, and the demand of making the fight 
against them more effective. (The establishment of responsibility of juvenile 
delinquents was separately dealt with by the First Penal Novella in 1908. The 
separate court of juvenile delingquenst was established in 1913.)

The second great historical period of the criminological view which also 
embraces appr. four decades in the era from World War II. to the present days. 
The period can be divided into two further parts, namely the first part is the one, 
extending to Stalin's death, the beginning of the elimination of the personal 
cult/mid-1950s/, end the second is the period, following it. The main feature of



the first, almost ten-year period is that criminoiogy was outside the scope of 
aeknowiedged sciences. During this period accordingty the then officia! view the 
theories, concerning crime and crimina! human behaviour were expressed within 
the frames of pena! jurisprudence, namety:

crime is extraneous to the sociahst socia! order;
crime wi!) cease to exist with the withering away of state and !aw, which 
can be expected in the not very distant future;
the crime a!ready existing is by no means a mass pehnomenon, its socia) 
determinants are becoming extinct, consequently it can be traced back to 
somatic and psychic reasons;

-  the existing crime is a capitahst remnant as crime has no roots in sociatism, 
but it lives on the remnants of capitahst consciousness (the devetopment of 
consciousness fa!!s behind the devetopment of existence) and on the 
capitahst environment;

-  perpetrators are the enemies of the people, therefore they must be 
deservedly, that is, strictly punished (Vigh 1964a).

The gradual elimination of the personality cult enabled experts to turn their 
attention towards reality, besides, or rather instead of citating the classics of 
marxism and their followers, and made it possible for them to draw conslusions 
from the examination and exploration of this reality. That's how matters stood 
with crime as well. Criminal statistics were published in an ever growing circle 
in Hungary, and thus the way to an "experimental " method of examination of 
crime was opened. Hungary and Poland were in the forefront of this 
liberalization, while in other socialist countries the criminal statistics remained 
partly or wholly secret, and there was not a favourable opportunity to express 
and publish scientific beliefs as in the previously mentioned two countries. The 
criminological thinking, in the socialist countries, and the scientific publications 
in the internaitonal criminological literature and those papers which were 
presented at scientific conference did not only become more and more known, 
but also widely acknowledged.

Criminological research has started with the examination of juvenile 
delinquency in almost all the socialist countries. In Hungary three books were 
subsequently published (Szabó 1961, Vigh 1964a, Huszár 1964). These books and 
different other studies had considerable effect on the formation of the general 
theory of criminology. In the middle of the 1960s the first textbooks (Gercenzon 
1965, Földvári-Vigh 1966) were published, after the education of criminology 
having become a compulsory subject at the Faculties of Law. Since then the 
development of criminology has basically become dependent on the experts' 
knowledge, abilities and financial means. Administrative restrictions were 
reduced or stopped altogether (Gönczöl 1983).
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2/ The resutt of criminological research

In the first part I have already referred to the fact that in the ex-sociaiist 
countries the beginning of the formation of modern criminotogy can be put to 
the mid-1950s. During the past three decades "socialist" and within it 
"Hungarian" criminotogy has come a specific way, and show a hasty development. 
This spectacutar devetopment has been enabted by the fottowing:

The decline of Stalinist personality cult and dogmatic world conception, the 
ever-increasing possibility to study facts, to pursue empirical research work 
and to reach inductive conclusions;

-  The hunger for reality of experts, who had shaken off the burden of 
dogmatic thinking, while having a need for exploring real social connections; 
The state-supported primacy of Marxist and materialist world conception 
which has not in direct clash with the determinist notion of criminology; 
what's more, it has given rise notions, declaring the real, first of all social 
determination of criminology;
The formation of international professional relationships, their expansion, 
and through it the widening possibility of getting acquainted with the 
findings of Western criminological research, taking part in international 
conferences, congresses, and mutual exchange of relationships with Western 
experts in the field, a possibility to compare the findings of domestic 
research with that of other countries.

We can distinguish two periods of quickly developing criminology which to a 
certain extent overlap each other, though can still be easily defined, i.e. A./ the 
first period which extends until the mid-seventies and it concentrated on 
causality, and B./ the second period, the centre of which is crime prevention, 
reaction on crime and the problem of justice.

A./ The period of causality

Beside the possibilities of the start of criminological research and the formation 
of criminological way of looking at things the financial and organizational 
conditions of research were also established within a relatively short period. The 
National Criminological and Criminalistic Institute was founded in 1960 whithin 
the compass of the Chief Prosecutor's Office. Not much later the criminological 
department was established within the Juridical Institute of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, and research centres were called into existence in the 
Home Office and the National Headquarters of Law Enforcement, too.

The establishment of criminology as a compulsory subject in the curriculum 
of the faculties of law and the organisation of an educational-research group at
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the Budapest Facutty of Law which tater (in !979) devetoped into an independent 
department were decisive steps in the devetopment of criminotogy into a 
speciatized branch of science. Thus criminotogicat ideas and the findings of 
research became known for the new generations of iaw students. The education 
of criminotogy was not confined onty to the facutties of taw, but became a 
computsory subject at the Cottegc of Potice Officers, and research material 
became educationa) material and topics of tectures at different institutes, and 
in post-graduate courses.

The first criminotogicat research works were deating with the probtems of 
juvenite detinquency, and on this basis the generat theoreticat thesises of sociatist 
criminotogy were worked out.

Beside a theoreticat attitude, research was deating with the ever-widening 
circte of the different sectors of sociat reatity and economic tife in the different 
research departments, but mainty at the Nationat Criminotogicat and Crimina- 
tistic Institute (Vermes t962, Gödöny t984. Motnar t962, Popper t960.)

a ./ It was perhaps one of the most important initial theoreticat doctrines of 
Hungarian criminotogy to recognize that "enwe ¿A' not a/ten to t/te Aocta/iAt 
Aoc/a/ AyAtetH but it is its regular concomitant" (Vigh )964). This inductive 
conctusion was buitt on the empiricat fact that crime existed in each of the 
sociatist states, and apart from the capitatist remnants there were such sociat 
conditions which were in causa] correction with crime, for exampte, the gross 
emptoyment of women which is partty due to woman's tiberation and parity 
resutts in the tooseness of chitd-rearing. Or the principte of distribution 
according to work coutd be mentioned which is on one hand more perfect than 
the principte of distribution according to capita) but even in the case of its most 
perfect manifestation contains some kind of sociat injustice as for exampte 
iamitites with many chitdren witt tand in a disadvantageous position from the 
point of view of the distribution of sociat goods. In reatity the principte of 
distribution according to work resutted in a distorted scate of vatues and its 
inconsistent execution ted to the stackcning of work disciptine, and thus 
preserved some factors of crime.

In Hungary the principte of distribution according to work was combined 
with such a system of payments which meant that one average pay was enough 
to cover the costs of titving of two persons. The typicat case: two bread-winning 
parents with two chitdren. After having one more or any number of chitdren one 
of the parents — usuatty the mother — was not abte to get an emptoyment. so to 
sustain a famity of five or more on onty one satary was possibte onty on a meagre 
tevet. There was and stitl is a chitdren's attowance but it never compensated for 
the income that had been tost. Perhaps it is interesting to mention that atmost 
thirty-live per cent of the nationat income which coutd be apptied on sustaining 
tife and consumption was turned on free education and medicat treatment, the 
chitdren's attowances and other subsidies. In such propotions -  as a matter of
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course -  not a distribution according to work but a distribution according to 
needs prevaiide. AH things considered, according to the opinion of that time the 
relationship between crime and the sociaiist regime was caracterised not by the 
tack of relations, but by the nature, the long-term slackening of these relations, 
so this must be considered the basic regularity of crime.

b. / The other cardinal statement concerning crime related to the gew&rtT o/ 
crtwe was the view that crime in the socialist societies was determined by social 
relationships became more and more universally accepted. The still existing social 
injustice, the meagre financial circumstances, the low level of qualifications, the 
antisocial notions and attitudes of consciousness have a significant impact on the 
criminal decision of one's own will and the commission of the offenses. Besides 
the social factors biological and physical factors were pushed into the back
ground or were entirely compelled from the progress of the determination of 
crime.

c. / The unquestioned theoretical attitude that crime is a ioctrr/ maM p/iena- 
f?!ena;i was formed in opposition to that dogmatic thesis which claimed that in 
socialism crime was a sparse, individual and unique pehnomenon. Although the 
thesis was generally accepted, the notion of its being a mass phenomenon was 
differently interpreted by experts. The notion which considered crime not as a 
mechanical summing up of concrete crimes but as a conglomerate which is of 
a quality divergent from the crimes themselves gained ground; this conglomerate 
has a special structure, regulartiy and form of motion (Gddony 1976).

The recognition and assertion of crime's being a mass phenomenon 
markedly influenced the changes in criminal policy, as different criminal law 
provisions (puhishments) are needed if crimes are isolated, individual pheno
mena, or if they constitute such a mass which show a causal relation with 
significant spheres of society. The research of latent crime, done in the past 
decades only confirmed this notion (Korinek 1988).

d. / In the course of the discussion of the questions of causality the problem of 
the wec/tant'.rw o/ cama/tiy or rather the outlining of that mechanism of 
influence spread significantly through which criminal human behaviour is 
determined. In these examinations, conducted on individual levels the 
development and state of personality had an important share in. The hereditary 
and outside, environmental, mainly social factors, the subjectivization of their 
influence in one's personality which has an impact on intention and the decision 
of the will is an important determinant in the commission of the offense. In this 
field first the works of the Soviet criminologists (Kudrjavcev 1968, Saharov 
1960), then the criminological literature of other socialist countries, among them 
that of Hungary (Vigh 1980) gave forth detailed descriptions. It was also 
attempted that the system of causality crime as a mass phenomenon should be
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approached through the generatization, the frequency of occurences of causai 
factors, occuring first on an individua) !evc) (Friday ¡987).

e./ During the formation of the criminoiogica! view the demand of the accep
tance q/ /Ac efeter/mniTr ccncepf/on and its consistent enforcement set off the 
most heated debate that is stih on these days. Aimost at) the experts accepted 
the conception of the determination of crime, but when it got round to the 
criticism or negation of indeterminism, and that of free wii) that is independent 
of objective reiations, most of them shrank back and hung fast on at [east the 
concept of a reiativeiy free wi)i. The materiaiist conception meant for most of 
them a genera) framework, but everyday activity was no tonger considered 
appheiabie on the exptanation of a concrete behaviour. The debate on determi
nism did not start from crimino!ogy but it spread over from phiiosophy (Fo)desi 
)960) and the genera! debate on !ega) responsibility (Eorsi )96[). The question 
was put in the foUowing way: can the estabtishment of responsibihty be 
substantiated, if the crime, committed by the causes, whether the perpetrator has 
a choice between good or bad, crimina) or non-crimina) behaviour, or if he or 
she is on)y a puppet in the hands of Fate (Bckes !972). These questions were not 
unanimousty answered, but the standpoint of those, dectaring determinism was 
formed as a modern determinist conception in the fohowing manner:

Socia! existence actuary offers severa) possibiiities in many ways for the 
individua), and in this respect there is indeed a freedom of choice, 
However, the choice of the individua) makes of at) possibilities offered 
depends on the present condition of the personalty in existence (its 
contents of consciousness and emotions), and the present situation, i.e. the 
influence of the etements of the situation. The interaction of these factors 
determines one's wi)) and decision which under suitabie circumstances is 
coming rea! through the deed (or the choice).
The contents of the personahty can be considered as a product of the 
interaction of at) the past objective reiations and the prevaihng personahty. 

-  Therefore, the aim of the estabtishment of responsibihty is to adopt such 
a procedure which on one hand determines the perpetrator's personahty in 
such a way that he or she wil) never again commit a crimina) viotation of 
the norms, on the other hand it wil) prevent others from committing crimes 
(specia) and penal prevention). According to this determinist theory the 
estabtishment of responsibihty constitutes one part of the socia) deter
minants.
This modern determinist view acknowtedges the retative autonomy of the 
personahty as opposed to the current objective effects, but it denies its 
justification concerning past objective retations as the current personahty 
is a product of the interaction of past objective retations and previous 
conditions of the personahty (Vigh )989).
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Against the causa) determinism not onty indeterminist objections were 
demonstrated (Bolya 1972), but a)so criticism from "marxist sources" were 
voiced. Among them I would only pick here the teleological view. According to 
it causality is not a universal regularity but only a "moment of overweight" in 
the field of the inaminate nature, and no objective or material relations have a 
decisive role in human activity, but consciousness which is becoming independent 
of material relations, and thus "aim supposing" will have a moment of overweight, 
so the main determining form is "teleogocial image" and in compliance with it 
a ".re/ectí've-evaÍMafe c/mrce". Even such a form of existence is conceivable where 
causality does not come across at all. So the question why man chooses the way 
he does never comes up (Bihari 1976, 1977).

f./ The sweep of the determinist conception concerning criminal human 
behaviour inevitably brought forth the need of preparing

Why, if it is true that the crimes already committed by causes and 
preconditions, then future crimes will also be determined by causes and 
preconditions. That means that we can draw conclusions from the existence and 
the intensity of past and present causes with a high degree of probability to the 
occurence of the consequences.

In the beginning the predictability of criminal human behaviour was 
received with reservations even on behalft of the experts, but even the leaders 
of criminal policy in the all-encompassing spirit of the planned economy wanted 
to know what crime in the country was going to be in the different periods of 
the next time-spell. Therefore experts were urged to prepare different 
prognosises.

Experts were pleased to comply with the request, as a prognosis is at the 
same time a control of the theory of causality, inasmuch as the prognosis of the 
change of criminogeneous factors. Consequently, such prognosises built on 
criminogeneous factors which in their intesity and totality reflected the objective 
reaity well, and which were prepared with such a professional, scientific 
methodology, ought to have been likely to come true.

The national prognosises, written about the prospective development of 
crime (Déri 1973, Diczig 1987) justified the reason for the existence of 
criminological prognostic; they proved that the more we knew about the likely 
development of the causes of crime, the more accurate the prognosis was going 
to be.
g./ as the most serious form the crime in the socialist countries was
always a part of criminological research. Even at the beginning of the 60s a 
debate flared up about the increased social danger of recidivous crime, the 
diverse criminological and criminal political judgement of recidivists (Vermes 
1963).

This debate became expecially heated when with the view of a more 
effective treatment a recommendation was made to introduce an imprisonment
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oí a reíativeíy definite (or reiativeiy indefinite) duraiton (Gárdai-Vigh i 969, 
Lukács i 970, Vigh-Gárdai )97i).

The debate about the idea of an imprisonment of a reiativeiy indefinite 
duration did not stay within the professionai circies. Before any concensus couid 
be come to through scientific arguments and counter-arguments, a poiiticai 
decision was made about the introduction of an imprisonment of a reiativeiy 
indefinite duration (entitied "Severe custody", Í974 Law-decree No.9). The idea 
came up in the sphere of thought of resociaiization, education and the defense 
of society in Í969, white its introduction in Í974 under the pretext of taking 
more "effective measures" against recidivist, in truth estabiished the system of 
dubie punishment, ihe habituai offender iirst was sentenced — proportionate 
with the deed -  to an imprisonment of a definite duration, then he or she 
received another 2 to 5 years'imprisonment, caiied "severe custody" which had 
to be served in the most severe penitentiary. After having served two years the 
convict couid be rcieased depending on the decision oi the iaw enforcement 
judge, and couid be piaced under surveiiiance. Anyhow, after having served five 
years the convict was set free, independentiy of his or her behaviour (Vigh Í980, 
Patera Í979). This awkward measure together with its amendment as stated in 
the Pena) Code of Í979 remained vaiid untii i989.

Recidivism, concerning the examination of the effectiveness of 
imrpinsonment as a punishment, however, stiil remained in the iimeiight. 
Researchers were iooking ior such penai iorms which within, besides or instead 
of the punishment of imprisonment couid be used successfutiy. Under the 
auspices of the Internationa] Criminoiogicai Socity and on its initiative the 
Criminoiogicai Department of the Eötvös Loránd University organized an 
internationai conference about the effectiveness of the punishment of 
imprisonment, the probiems of recidivism and after-care, in cooperation with the 
Nationa! Criminoiogicai and Chriminaiistic Institute and the Institute of State 
and Law. In his preface, written to the Engiish edition oi the subject-matter of 
the conference, Denis Szabó, the then President of the International 
Ctiminoiogicai Society, who aiso participated in the conference, evaiuated 
Hungarian crimino)оgy as one which kept pace with the internationai 
deveiopment of criminoiogy (4th Regionai Seminar, i98i).

h./ Seeking the ways and means in the sociaiist countries in the fieid of 
jurisdiction found a specific path at the end of the 50s. This trend was caiied 
"the increased ан<7 г/е/моггая'хаасм of justice". The tendency
which got reaiizcd through the foundation of sociat courts, deaiing with minor 
offences against common interests or pubiic property was initiated by the 
Sovietunion, and thus spread aii over the peopie's democratic states. The aim of 
the sociaiization of justice was not to bring the estabiishment of responsibiiity 
for minor offences in an officiai way before state courts, but with the peopie's 
active participation at working piaces or piaces of residence. Its aim, in fact, was
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also to enhance the rote of the people's judges in the activity of the officiat state 
courts. Even the statutory rute No.) t of 1956 made it possible that heads of firms 
and institutions could establish the resonsibility of minor offenders against 
public property in their own sphere of authority and subject them to a 
disciplinary enquiry. The functioning of the social courts was put into effect by 
the statutory rule No.24 of 1962 to pass judgement on such minor offences as 
theft, assault and battery, slander, etc. (Horváth 1969).

Eventually the statutory rule No.24 of 1975 enacted that an establishment 
of responsibility for offences and crimes could be effectuated only before state 
courts from January 1st, 1976 on.

The activity of social courts in the socialist countries was fully 
acknowledged by the UNO Congress on Crime Prevention (Kytoto, 1970) and set 
it as an example before the democratiziation and socialization of justice (Rudas, 
1970).

B./ The reaction of society on crime

The widespread investigation of the questions of causality, the acceptance of 
determination, and that of the effectiveness and possibility of prognosises 
necessarily led to the emergence of the idea of prevention. This happened at the 
turn of the 70s and 80s. Paralelly, criminology grew richer with a new field of 
research both in Hungarian criminological views and in the views of other 
socialist countries; some of the criminologist turned towards criminial 
jurisdiction in their research work. This shift in proportions was mainly a 
consequence of the influence of the interactionist trend, the effect of the theory 
of social stigmatization (Becker 1963, Milutinovich 1973).

At the same time, that change of views also interfered in all this which was 
going on in social sciences and the political leadership in the 1960s-1970s. 
András Szabó, an outstanding personality of the national criminology aptly said 
that the social-political leadership did no longer set ideological limits to sceintific 
research, but expected concrete aid in the solution of concrete problems, 
representing that epoch (Szabó 1980 p.!6).

The change of the above mentioned social view involved the expansion of 
international relations, and within it more favourable oppotunities presented 
themselves in the field of criminology, too to have meetings between the 
representatives of the East and West, to have exchanges of views during the 
different field trips and conferences. This way the Hungarian criminological view 
became relatively known and in many respects acknowledged maong the 
criminologists of the Western countries. Hungarian criminologists became 
members of the governing bodies of international organizations.
a./ This turning towards criminal jurisdiction was closely connected with 
JecriTmna/t'zafioM with a need of making jurisdiction more
effective.
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As it became c!ear in the previous chapter, that time in Hungary as weii 
as in the other sociahst countries positivist views were dominant in criminoiogy. 
Consequentiy, making jurisdiction and the reaction on crime more effective was 
necessariiy formed in the sphere of thoughts of resociaiization, differentation, 
individuaiizaiton and education. During the codificaiton to the new and 
considering its fundamentáis stii! vaiid Pena] Code (]979) in many respects the 
criminoiogicai view assumed shape in statutory provisions. The Penai Code e.g. 
made the reiease on probation appiicabie on aduit perpetrators, too, introduced 
daiiy fine penaity, reiaxing this way the nature of the former iaw, proportionate 
with the deed, but maintained -  aithough the defects of the iaw cleariy proved 
ture -  the institution of "severe custody", however in a modified form. The new 
Penai Code deveioped the measures (a judgement of educationai nature) as 
opposed to punishments (a vindicatory judgement), in theory perhaps the most 
important modification of the Penai Code was to specify the aim of punishment 
as prevention aione (speciai and generai prevention), in terms of 
decriminalization a considerabic part of minor offences were quaiified as 
administrative inflections, and so were assigned to the competence of the 
administrative estahiishment of responsibiiity.

The prison-centric penai system perceptiveiy reiaxed; previousiy in about 90 
per cent of the criminai cases an imprisonment was obiigatory according to the 
provisions, and from Í979 on this dwindied to appr. 60-70 per cent (Györgyi 
1984). Capita) punishment couid be infiicted upon the perpetrators of the crimes 
committed with speciai crueity, i.e. it became a punishment that couid be 
imposed oniy in speciai cases, in reaiity capita] punishment was infiicted in 5 to 
6 cases, white the punishment was executed in 2 to 3 cases.

The "soft" penai poiicy buiit on the criminoiogicai view required such a 
soiution that the punishment by imprisonment shouid be made more effective 
and more human, that educationai means shouid be appiied more frequentiy, that 
convicts' consciousness shouid be reconditioned, that the educationai side of 
work shouid be asserted.

b./ In the second haii on the 70s reformist endeavours emerged not oniy 
concerning the penai respormMity, but concerning other (civii
iaw, discipiinary, administrative iaw etc.) ways of estabiishing responsibiiity. The 
Facuity of Law of Eötvös Loránd University aimed at the theoreticai survey of 
the whoie system of the iegai cstabiishment of responsibiiity, and in order to do 
some scientific investigations to be carried out in the fieid of the different sides 
of the estabiishment of responsibiiity. The need to think over the system of 
responsibiiity again was in one hand required by the debate of determinism and 
indeterminism, on the other by the fact that objective responsibiiity was 
spreading more and more, and the imposition of reparationai sanctions was 
preferred at the expence of repressive sanctions. In Í985 a coiiection of essays, 
containing a summation of the investigatory findings of the iegai facuity's tutors
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was pubtished under the title: "Responsibility and Sanction in Law" (Economic 
and Lega) Publishing House, 1985). In this volume such an interpretation of the 
concept of responsibility and the establishment of responsibility came first up 
perceptively, according to which we can make a distinction between positive and 
negative responsibilities, and consequently between a positive and a negative 
establishment of responsibility (T6th 1980, Szilagyi 1980). The main point of this 
concept is that the contents of the legal norm is the sum total of rights and 
obligations. Following the norms means a highly responsible activity, manifested 
in a responsible way, while a violation of the norms can be identified with 
irresponsible, i.e. wanton behaviour. An establishment of responsibility for a 
violation of the norms brings forth sanction, a "malum". This is called a negative 
establishment of responsibility. At the same time the establishment of a norm 
following behaviour is in fact a "positive establishment of responsibility", the 
result of which can be a reward, recognition, distinction, etc. The authors of the 
valume saw the most important means of preventing norm violating behaviour in 
the positive establishment of responsibility and not so much in the negative one. 
Consequently, its expansion is increased, consistent application is an extremely 
important social and therefore individual interest.

The zealous backers of the concept of the traditional establishment of 
responsibility could hardly do anything with the new concept of the establish
ment of responsibility. However, the increase of the effectiveness of the fight 
against crime urged and is urging even today the hunt for more effective 
measures than the present ones. That's why the new concept of responsibility was 
put on the agenda of the international conference (Responsibility and society, 
1989).

Not only the concept of a "positive establishment of responsibility" was 
discussed at this conference, but also -  besides the state peanl establishment of 
responsibility -  all those forms were talked over which could be effective forms 
of the establishment of responsibility for the violation of penal and other (state 
administrative, disciplinary, etc.) norms as a consequence of decriminilization 
and depenalization. The abolishment of the state monopoly of jurisdiction, the 
introduction and expansion of the new forms of the establishment of 
responsibility (such as social court, the procedure of mediation, diversion, etc.) 
were proposed. The same were also the topics of the conference of the Council 
of Europe in 1990 (Feest 1990). The new concepts were vehemently criticised, 
especially from the Hungarian side, because at that time the influence of the 
neoclassicist trend could already be felt (Szabo 1989).

c./ The history of criminology has attested that the criminological concept built 
on determination have always included the justification of preventive neayMrM. 
However, the detailed definition on the contents of prevention, the effort to 
establish the principles in practice are only the achievement of resocializational 
criminal policy. The downward or stagnating tendency of crime in the 60s in the
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sociahst countries made the impression that crime couid be prevented to a great 
extent and for its sake society coutd be effectiveiy organized. Especiahy the 
Swedish, Japanese and German crime prevention systems imspired the working 
out of the Hungarian system, and the formation of the Act of Prevention. 
Aithough they never got roound to it, the drafting of such a bit! got into the 
tcgisiation pian of the government for 1980-85 aii the same. The Criminoiogica! 
Facuity of the Eötvös Loránd University was asked by the Ministry of Justice 
to organize and direct the researches, needed to draft the biii, i.e. to prepare the 
sceintific background materia!. Besides the Research institute of the Pubiic 
Prosecutor's Office, the Nationa! Criminoiogica! and Criminaiistic Institute, the 
Institute of State and Law of the Academy of Sciences were aiso doing their 
share in the resarchcs in this fieid, so criminoiogica! researches were focused on 
the subject of crime prevention (A bűnmegeiozésrői 1-11.).

Some sort of a draft biii was prepared in some versions, but the government 
or rather the highest echeions of the poiitica! ieadership up to the present day 
have never once considered crime prevention ready important, aithoguh crime 
has shown a steepiy upward tendency for more than a decade. What's more, in 
Í984 on the initiative of the Internationa] Society of the sociai Defence an 
international conference discussed the main resuits of the Hungarian researches 
in Visegrad, from May !5th to !7th, Í984 (Proceedings !985). However, this 
conference only served scientific purposes, had no immediate impact on the 
iegistiation of the Crime Prevention Act. Thus scientific resuits, the tremendous 
energy invested in the preparation of their reaiization became the victims of 
administrative obstacies and measures.

d./ The shift of criminoiogica! researches in the direction, of penai jurisdiction 
and crimina! poiicy naturaiiy did not mean the compiete iack of the investigation 
of causa! reiations. In the researches of causa! retations the investigation of

dominated. Very outstanding papers were written 
on this subject-matter (Gödöny !976). The perpetrator more and more figured 
as a human being, a member of society in the technica! hterature (Szabó !980). 
Researches ranged as far as the crime rate of the gipsy minority, whi!e within 
the genera! socia! tendencies the investigation of the retationship between crime 
and the specific conditions of the existence came the foreground (Tauber !986). 
The disadvantageous socia! circumstances, socia! prob!ems and poverty a!so 
became dominant criminotogica! subjects of researches (Gönczö! !99!).

But it became a!so apparent that science had to be ensured a wider scope 
for ideoiogica! and potitica! spheres than before. In criminotogy this requirement 
was reveated in the matters of socia! justice and injustice, socia! equahty and 
unequahty. For decades equahty had been a synonim of justice, unequahty meant 
injustice. Such an association -  a!most out of inertia -  descended upon us from 
the fundamenta! ideas of the Great French Revoiution: equahty, fraternity and 
liberty. But today we know from experience that equahty is not necessarity fair
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or just, and unequaiity is not necessariiy unjust. The open assertion of such ideas 
is especiaiiy needed if we want to prevent crime, too, so that peopte shoutd more 
reatisticaity appreciate and evaiuate sociai processes (Vigh i985).

in this context the Hungarian aii-nationai research subejct-matter, entitied 
"Disorders of sociai adaptation" must aiso be mentioned, which studied 
intensiveiy the probiem of crime, suicide, aicohoiism and psychiatric disorders 
from the point of view of sociai adaptation (Társadaimi beiiieszkedési zavarok, 
Í985). Papers, pubiished with reference to this subject-matter at) intended to 
improve sociai conditions and persona] reiations. Through deep studies they 
showed those sociai conditions and circumstances which crime was rooted in, and 
which consituted an integrated part of given society.

e. / As a newer fieid of criminoiogica! researches and newer way of reacting on 
crime w'criwo/ogi'ca/ srMi/ies and researches presented themseives (Tóth, T. Í969, 
Í990).

Within criminoiogy the quesitons of the victim's tegai position, and the ways 
of his or her compensation caiimed an ever greater scope for themseives. 
Naturaiiy, the foundation of the Victimoiogicai Worid Association, and iast hut 
not ieast the deciaration of the Councii of Europe and the UNO which were 
considering the victims contributed to it (Tsithoura Í989, Vigh i99i/a).

Criminoiogy extended not oniy over the study of the deed and the 
perpetrator, but aiso on that of the victim's position, and considered oniy that 
verdict just which do justice to the victim, too.

f. / Years ago -  naturaiiy under the cricumstances of the existing sociaiism -  the 
question often propped up if there was a so-catied "!oc<'a/f'yr"cnwiMo/ogy at aii, 
whether the criminoiogica) researches and views in the sociaiist coountries had 
"sociaiist" specific contents; especiaiiy it was often reaited to in the teaching of 
criminoiogy. The question today has got a moreiy theoreticai and historicai vaiuc, 
so it beiongs aiready to the past, however, perhaps taking a position is not 
aitogether uninteresting even these days.

It foiiows from the nature of the probiem that in those societies where sociai 
property, a pianned economy, the principie of distribution according to work, etc. 
exist, crime aiso shows corresponding reguiarities simuitaneousiy in respect of 
vaiume, structure, dynamics, causaiity and prevention as weii. The dominance of 
the materiaiist worid conception unambigousiy estabiishes that framework within 
which sociai and state reaction on crime can be arranged, can get estabiished. 
Thus in theory there can be or couid have been a considcrahic difference between 
the criminoiogica) conceptions dominating under sociaiist and non-sociaiist 
circumtances, that refiect reaiity roughty weii. However, concerning what the 
actuai case was there were very few studies pubiished (Vigh Í985). Among the 
criminoiigsts of the sociaiist countries the definition of the concept and contents 
of a "sociaiist criminoiogy" reamined in the background. Usuaiiy debate was
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going on about criminoiogy in genera), without any specifying epithets. This 
phenomenon most of at) can be expiained by that among the cirmino)ogists of 
the sociaiist countries there were intrinsic differences in conception. So in reaiity 
those thesises, paradigms of criminoiogy did not fit which coutd have been 
considered a jointiy accepted basis or the core of a sociahst criminology.

Our Western coiieagues had misconceptions about the criminoiogical views 
dominating in the sociahst countries for a )ong time (Horton-P)att )987). On)y 
during the past decade there has been a more reaiistic picture about it as a 
consequence of the expansion of internationa) retations.

3./ Thcoretica) trends and prob!ems of today

The criminoiogy of the past few years, the short period foiiowing the faii of the 
sociaiist regime is an integrai part of the deveiopment of Hungarian criminoiogy. 
These few years brought aiong an enormous sociai change, the "change of the 
system", the period of "restoration". It is worth making a through examination 
ot what it has brought and is stiii bringing in its train from the point of view 
of the criminoiogicai thinking, the main direction of researches, the deveiopment 
of crime and in the reaction on it, too.

In short, the essence of the change couid be described as the foiiowing: the 
debates have been mostiy heid about the issues of criminal jutice, which is 
naturai, as the most frequentiy deciared concepts of the change of the system 
are a ruie of iaw, iegai guarantees, independent (from politics) justice, joining 
forces with Europe (i.e. Western Europe). In this spirituai atmosphere there wiii 
be a reform of a fundamentaiiy resociaiizing offenders, the system of punish
ment, proportionate with the deed and the perpetrator, and a reform of the 
cirmina! poiicy.

During the past two or three years it has become evident that one of the 
numerous ideas, the thousands of reformist endeavours two main, easiiy 
separabie tendencies emerge, nameiy a./the neo-caissicist trend and b./the trend, 
catting itseif neo-positivist or rationalist.

a ./ The neo-c/as'-sucl.?; has quite a iot of foiiowers in Western Europe and 
the USA (New Trends, Í984). However, in the degree of the interpretation of the 
doctrines ot the ciassicai school and in the extent of its acceptance this trend 
is different in aimost each country. Therefore it is advisabie to give a short 
summary of what a new form this trend in Hungary shows, i.e. what seems to 
be new in it in comparison with the oid one, and how much it has retained of 
the oid principies. The first written documents of the Hungarian neo-ciassicist 
trend arc connected with the name of András Szabó (Szabó 1988, Í989). In his 
studies he emphasized the need of a punishment, proportionate with the deed, 
a just retribution, a general deterrence, a demand of an indeterminist idcoiogy.
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And aH these in the name of the defence of persona! freedom and a ru!e of taw. 
The tocat interpretation of a ru!e of taw is the fotlowing: "anything is attowed 
to do that is not forbidden by taw". The most interesting interpretation of 
persona) freedom is that the individuat has a right to be different from others 
even if it is manifested in criminat behaviour. Both concepts have beeen 
criticized (Vigh 1989/a). The most essentia) counter-arguments are that the 
theory of "anything is attowed..." -  among others -  reftects tegat fetishism and 
teaves those morat norms out of consideration which ptay an important rote in 
human behaviour. "The right to be d ifferent" in such an uncontrotted 
interpretation considers a viotation of tawt which is impossibte not onty in a rute 
of taw -  where tegat norms prevait -  but atso conceptionatty. That theoreticat 
debate has commenced in which diverse, in many respects contradictory 
principtcs are fighting for the formation of the criminat justice of the future 
(Szabo )989/a. Vigh t990).

The neo-c)assicist trend, however, it new as compared with the ctassicat one 
that it acknowtedges the importance of crime prevention, but it deems it 
necessary outside the system of the estabhshment of responsibitity: it does not 
object to depenetization within certain frames but it insists on the monopoty of 
criminat justice, exercised at state courts, ie. justice can be done onty by state 
courts.

The devotes of the neo-ctassicist trend -  disappointed in the treatment 
ideotogy, and the methods of treatment used so far -  want to banish att kinds 
of obtigatory treatments, and wish to keep the thought of education and taw 
enforcement apart, stacked away in different compartements.

According to this conception the just punishment is manifested in the 
retributive sanction, proportionate with the deed, and this whote conception is 
inbued with the presumtpion of innocence.

In contradiction to this trend, sketched out here in a nutshett there is fAe 
Heo-prj.n'n'viHt or raNono/ist rend/, the roguhty outtined presentation of which 
atso seems to be advisabte.

This conception

is buitt on causatity, regutarities in crime and viotations of the norms, and 
their predictiabitity;

-  regards prevention as the most important device in the fights against 
viotations of the norms;
reptaces the shaping of the consciosness and education in the process of 
estabhshment of responsibitity;
concedes the retative autonomy of the personality and its considerate 
importance in the formation of sociat conditions;
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whtshes to do justice to the victims of the vioiations of the norms as it 
considers a victim-oriented punishment fair and just (Schneider !990/a, 
Bienkowska i99i);
dtsapproves of the state monopoiy of jurisdiction and whishes to invoive 
society and the victim in the administration of justice (Vigh !99]/a).

Comparing these two diverse trends we can conciudc through an objective 
evaiuation that the neo-positivist trend is much nearer to the main current of 
the present day Wcstern-Europcan criminoiogica) trends. Consequent^, a 
"joining to Europe" wouid rather require the foiiowing of this trend. The main 
direction of the neo-positivist or rationaiist criminoiogica! endeavours, however, 
it not confined to the dosing up to anywhere. This criminoiogica] trend does not 
whish to be tied to any geographicai territory in particuiar, with the possibie 
cxciusion of other territories. This trend wishes to team from the experiences of 
aii the territories, and by synthetizing them wants to function as an independent, 
rattonahst or reaiiistic theory. The trend has to find its own tending principies 
on the basis of the rich experiences, given by history so far.

However, as a consequence of the differences found between the sociai 
devciopment and the crime of the concrete countries diverse criminoioetcai 
theories may devciop, such ones which above aii reficct the reaiity of the given 
territory, tts reguiarities. but besides these differences there is a fundamentai 
common feature in crime and the vioiation of the norms, nameiy that it is 
forbidden, it means a behaviour that does not foiiow the prevaiiing requirements, 
norms. The question is always put this way: why does oniy a part, aibeit a 
comsiderabie part of society and peopie commit a crime, and why does the other 
part foiiow the norms? Criminoiogy must answer first this question, it cannot be 
doubted that the present day highiy organized society cannot exist without norms 
of co-existence and without their fundamentai predominance. But criminoiogy 
must aiso answer the question of how the state, the society and the individua) 
shouid react on crimes, what form of an cstabiishment of responsibiiity they 
shouid choose. In the internationai criminoiogica] literature there are endeavours 
to create a comprehensive, integrated criminoiogica) theory. Such is the theory 
of "low seif-controi" (Gottfredson-Hirschi Í990. Bariow )99i), the theory of 
"rationai choise", and furthermore the conception of "sociai teaming" (Akers 
<990, Schneider i990/b, Bandura Í977, Genov i99i).

The neo-poisitivist or rationaiist criminoiogy is the nearest to the theory of 
sociai [earning because the causaiity mechanism of the formation of the 
personaiity, and that of the commission of the crime and the vioiation of the 
norms is in ciose connection with the sociai teaming. And if we keep in 
consideration the system of the positive estabiishment of responsibiiity. and 
furthermore the inseparabie unity of rights and obiigations, then we can come 
to the conciusion with justice that the sychic condition (the contents of 
personaiity) of the person vioiating the norms is a cruciai factor of the deed.
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Consequentty, the norm viotating behaviour though moreover that norm 
fottowing behaviour is a team ed one in accordance with the taw, the 
reinforcement of which is the most effective device of the prevention of the 
viotations of the norms. To sum it up, the ctever, rationat and sensibte norm 
fottowing behaviour and its awareness, ptus a proper emotionat state of peopte 
are the essentiats of a society with a tow tevet of crime. AH this is certainty 
possibte onty on the basis of properly organized sociat circumstances.
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